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Dr. Kozyrev began by analyzing Russia’s desire to assert itself as a major player in the Asia-Pacific 

region. Russia, driven by its own modernization, has pursued a “neo-mercantilist” strategy in Asia. 

Russia’s goal is to establish itself as a power capable of producing outcomes in the spheres of regional 

integration, development, and security. Thus, Russia’s engagement with Asia is tied to its desire to move 

beyond the status of an energy superpower. In pursuit of this goal, Russia has prioritized bilateral ties 

with states in the Asia-Pacific and deepened its engagement with regional multilateral institutions. 

Russia’s current APEC chairmanship and the 2012 APEC summit in Vladivostok served as an 

unprecedented opportunity to further this agenda.  

 

Some analysts believe that Russia’s Asia strategy is consistent, targeted, and coordinated. Others, 

however, remain puzzled by its unpredictability and wonder about Russia’s true goals. These skeptics 

point to Russian policy in Central Asia, Russia’s ambivalence towards China’s rise, and Russia’s 

participation in the regional security architecture as examples of Russian hedging. 

 

The current situation in the Asia-Pacific has provided Russia with a favorable environment for 

integration. Three main realities currently define the security architecture. First is a growing rivalry in the 

region, in particular between the two largest players: the United States and China. Second, while the role 

of secondary powers is still significant, disunity is increasingly a problem, especially within ASEAN. 

Finally, the vast majority of the actors in the Asia-Pacific region support multilateralism and the 

application of international law to a certain extent, but eschew rigid, binding agreements in favor of more 

fluid, multifaceted cooperation models with varying degrees of institutionalization. The fluidity of the 

regional architecture provides Russia with a perfect opportunity to pursue an agenda based on 

engagement and integration.  

 

Three key strategic priorities make up the foundation of Russia’s eastward pivot. The first is Russia’s new 

globalist approach to world politics, which is primarily interested in the restoration of Russia as a great 

power. Some have argued that Russia can only achieve such a revival through the strengthening of its 

traditional economic and cultural ties with Europe, the formation of its own sphere of influence in 

Eurasia, and a partial reorientation towards the growing markets in Asia. However, Russia has abandoned 

the use of Asia as an instrument of balancing against the United States. Instead, Russia is shifting its 

strategy towards a complex policy of global accommodation.  

 



Second is Moscow’s imperative for modernization. Modernization requires Russia’s further integration 

into the global economic space, especially in the Asia-Pacific. The Russian Far East in particular needs to 

be opened to the global economy. Russia views economic engagement with Asia as critical to promoting 

foreign investment and technological transfer. Russia has sought to create a positive economic agenda in 

APEC and position itself as the key coordinator of a network of overlapping regional economic 

organizations.  

 

Third is the impact of Russian domestic political affairs. Concerns about political control, administrative 

efficiency, and political development all exert influence on Russian national security priorities. Russia’s 

“March to the East” is meant to secure sustainable economic development and investment on the 

domestic front while contributing to its “new globalist” and “new mercantilist” strategies. Additionally, a 

successful foreign policy in the Asia-Pacific is invaluable for legitimizing the Putin government during its 

third term.  

 

Three additional factors affect the practical implementation of Russia’s new Asia strategy. First, Russia, 

supports limited multipolarity in Asia. Moscow promotes the idea of collective leadership, incorporating 

both leading powers and emerging nations, in an effort to secure a prominent regional role for itself. 

Russia has prioritized coexistence based on consensus-building and non-interference over its traditional 

strategy of balancing against other great powers. Moscow has also emphasized its role as a bridge 

between East and West and between developing and developed countries, as well as a stabilizing power.  

 

Secondly, the fact that Russia lacks the strategic resources or leverage to build equal relationships with 

regional actors has caused Moscow to deepen its participation in regional institutions. Russia has 

promoted the idea of securitization in the Asia-Pacific region and intensified its role as a mediator 

between the various security structures in operation in Asia. Russia’s primary focus has been on non-

proliferation and denuclearization initiatives in the Korean peninsula, though it has increased its role in 

regional human security structures as well. Russia has also advocated for a stronger security component to 

the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO). 

 

Finally, in line with its goal of modernization, Russia has pushed for regional economic integration with 

an eye towards joint investment projects. Specifically, Russia has highlighted energy, agriculture, 

infrastructure, and advanced technology as areas in which joint investment and technical cooperation 

should take place.  

 

The realization of Russia’s new Asia strategy requires Russia to maintain a close relationship with its 

indispensable partner, China. The two powers share a common multipolar vision for the security 

architecture in the Asia-Pacific, predicated on the principles of non-interference, equality, respect for 

international law, cooperation in development, and opposition to Cold War-style mentality. Despite recent 

tensions and some mutual mistrust, Moscow and Beijing have put forward a coordinated agenda for the 

construction of a regional security structure. Together they have championed multilateralism as the legal 

foundation for this architecture and advocated for a system that would prioritize collective leadership,  

 

Despite the importance of China to Russia’s Asia strategy, Moscow has pursued a policy of strategic 

diversity in the region. Russia has been active in promoting joint energy, transport, trade, and investment 

projects and it has sought out military cooperation with the other major regional players. Due to its 

limited regional profile, Russia enjoys greater flexibility in its relations with the region, allowing it to 

pursue a more diverse, nuanced approach.  

 

Russia’s position on the territorial disputes in the South China Sea demonstrates the strategic ambiguity 

of its new Asia strategy. Russia has embraced elements of both the Chinese and American attitudes, 

standing against foreign interference while voicing its concern about freedom of navigation. Russia has 



advocated for both unilateral and multilateral approaches to ending the dispute. China has praised 

Russia’s stance and has sought to enhance military cooperation through unprecedented naval exercises. 

However, China has been frustrated by Russia’s participation in similar U.S.-led exercises. While 

strategic ambiguity has worked for Russia so far, significant deterioration of the security situation would 

leave Russia with very little room for strategic maneuver.  

 

At present, Moscow does not believe it faces any direct military threat from the East. However, Russia 

has become concerned about power realignment in the region, which could create a governance vacuum, 

aggravate prevailing great power relationships, or otherwise provide the impetus for a major regional 

conflict. It is the potential for Russia’s involvement in such a conflict, centering on the North Korean 

nuclear issue for instance, that the Russian leadership views as the primary threat to its security in the 

region.  

 

The assumption that Russia is in desperate need of moving closer to the U.S. to offset China’s rise is 

misleading. However, Russian and American interests in the Asia-Pacific region do overlap on the issue 

of regional stability. Further participation by Russia in regional multilateral security initiatives may 

provide the U.S. with an opportunity to solidify its regional presence while allowing Russia to 

counterbalance its relationship with China. Potentially such engagement could lead to a larger security 

dialogue involving Beijing, Moscow, Washington, and Tokyo.  

 

Russia has chosen the correct moment to reaffirm its commitment to a meaningful role in the Asia-

Pacific. Both the U.S., with its “Pivot to Asia,” and China, through its response to the U.S., consider 

Russia’s status a critical factor in the 21
st
 century strategic balance. Cognizant of its potential role, Russia 

has attempted to position itself as something of a broker rather than entering into a strategic alliance with 

either party. At all times, Russia is seeking to position itself for the future and better serve its national 

interests.  

 

 

Discussion 

 

Dr. Green began by discussing the impact of Russia’s new strategy for the United States. Russia’s 

current pivot presents an opportunity to change the nature of U.S.-Russia relations in the region in two 

ways. First, this shift should enhance cooperation on the North Korean issue, as Russia, with its wealth of 

experience in the nuclear realm, must play a significant role. Second, Russia will be able to play a larger 

role in regional energy agreements. Both of these dimensions would provide opportunities to build 

confidence in the U.S.-Russia relationship. However, this new shift could also harm relations. Russia’s 

inexplicably antagonistic posture towards Japan, a strong U.S. ally, and Russia’s increasing militarization 

in the region could be points of tension. Russia’s closeness with China may also delegitimize it in the 

eyes of many regional actors who do not view it as independent. Furthermore, Russia’s dependence on 

energy for its regional influence has inflated Moscow’s sense of leverage in the region, which could cause 

Russia to pursue policies that damage the U.S.-Russia relationship. Finally, it may be difficult to pursue 

cooperation between the U.S. and Russia in Asia within the context of largely antagonistic relations in 

other policy areas.  

 

Dr. Kuchins began by outlining the paradoxical nature of Russia’s posture in the region. While Russia 

has been pursuing a rapprochement with the United States and Europe, it has pursued an extremely anti-

Japanese policy in Asia. It is possible that domestic identity politics are to blame, with Medvedev, during 

his presidency, demonstrating toughness on foreign policy on this issue. Furthermore, while Russia has 

been neutral on the issue of territorial disputes, Moscow has antagonized Beijing by engaging Vietnam in 

arms and trade deals, seeking energy cooperation with Japan, and militarizing the Far East. 

 



Dr. Kozyrev stated that in foreign policy, Russia is deeply concerned with status and respect. Russia’s 

public response to Japan’s legal forays on the Kuril Islands, in addition to Japan’s support for the U.S. 

posture in the region demonstrates this. However, on the sidelines of APEC in Vladivostok, both sides 

expressed desire to resolve the dispute. Overall, Russia has a positive view of Japan and desires to 

improve relations, especially in energy, trade, and investment cooperation.  

 

The first question asked Dr. Kozyrev to discuss the future direction of the SCO and how its development 

will impact Sino-Russian relations. Although originally a security organization, the SCO has expanded its 

economic role in the region, putting its future military and security role in question. China and Russia 

each promote a different vision of the SCO’s economic future. China proposed primary sponsorship for 

certain projects while Russia has proposed the creation of a joint SCO fund. China and Russia have 

recently had trouble finding a middle ground. Future enlargement will cause the SCO to become more 

oriented towards South Asia, as the primary candidates for membership are Afghanistan and Pakistan.  

 

The second question asked Dr. Kozyrev to discuss the economic component of Russia’s Asia pivot. 

Russia desperately needs to integrate the Far East in the Asian market in order to attract investment. To 

do so, Moscow must be proactive, showing potential investors that it can provide a stable business 

environment in what has been a weakly-controlled, corrupt region.  

 

The third question asked Dr. Kozyrev and Dr. Kuchins to discuss the impact of Russia’s Asia pivot on 

U.S.-Russia relations. The prospects for the relationship are good. Russia has become more pragmatic and 

focused on engagement with the major players in Asia. Russia and the U.S. will work together to increase 

the effectiveness of ASEAN. It is important that both sides engage creatively to demonstrate that 

cooperation is possible. This could extend to trade and investment projects in the Russian Far East. The 

U.S. must be sure to treat Russia as an equal and not seek to dominate the relationship, as Russia will not 

take kindly to undue pressure, especially on the issue of China.  

 

The fourth question asked Dr. Kozyrev to assess whether Russia’s economic dependence on China will 

grow as a result of this shift, orienting Russia more towards China in the future. Russia will continue to 

become closer with China as long as China remains a global power. They are already deeply enmeshed 

and over the long-term, China is likely to make concessions to Russia to further develop their economic 

relationship. However, some Russian companies are concerned about potentially negative outcomes from 

economic ties with Chinaand therefore, Taiwan has acted as a mediator between Chinese and Russian 

companies, especially in intellectual property rights. The primary issues for Russia are related to 

management deficiencies and governance.  

 


